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HAZARDS
Remember to select only one answer unless indicated otherwise.
1.

You stop for pedestrians waiting to cross at a zebra crossing. They do not start to
cross. What should you do?
A
Be patient and wait.
B
Sound your horn.
C
Carry on.
D
Wave to them to cross.

2.

You are on a fast, open road in good conditions. For safety, the distance between you
and the vehicle in front should be at least;
A
A two second time gap
B
One car length
C
2 Metres (6 feet 6 inches)
D
Two car lengths

3.

“Tailgating” means
A
Using the rear door of a hatchback car.
B
Reversing into a parking space.
C
Following another car too closely.
D
Driving with rear fog lights on.

4.

You are following a long vehicle approaching a crossroads. It signals left but moves
out to the right. You should;
A
Get closer in order to pass it quickly.
B
Stay well back and give it room.
C
Assume the signal is wrong and it is really turning right.
D
Overtake as it starts to slow down.

5.

You are driving at the legal speed limit. A vehicle comes up quickly behind, flashing
its’ headlights. You should;
A
Accelerate to make a gap behind you.
B
Touch the brakes to show your brake lights.
C
Maintain your speed and prevent the vehicle from overtaking.
D
Allow the vehicle to overtake.
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6.

You are driving a slow moving vehicle on a narrow winding road. In order to let other vehicles
overtake you should;
A
Wave to them to pass.
B
Pull in when you can.
C
Show a left turn signal.
D
Keep left and hold your speed.

7.

Which 3 of these emergency services might have blue flashing beacons?
A
Coastguard
B
Bomb Disposal
C
Gritting Lorries
D
Animal Ambulances
E
Mountain Rescue
F
Doctors’ Cars

8.

When being followed by an Ambulance showing a flashing blue beacon. You should;
A
Pull over as soon as safely possible to let it pass.
B
Accelerate hard to get away from it.
C
Maintain your speed and course.
D
Brake harshly and immediately stop in the road.

9.

A flashing green beacon on a vehicle means;
A
Police on non-urgent duties.
B
Doctor on an emergency call.
C
Road safety patrol operating.
D
Gritting in progress.

10.

A driver does something that upsets you. You should;
A
Try not to react.
B
Let them know how you feel
C
Flash your headlights several times
D
Sound your horn.

11.

You are approaching crossroads. The traffic lights have failed. What should you do?
A
Brake and stop only for large vehicles.
B
Brake sharply to a stop before looking.
C
Be prepared to brake sharply to a stop.
D
Be prepared to stop for any traffic.
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12.

As a provisional licence holder, you must not drive a motor car;
A
At more than 40 miles an hour.
B
On your own.
C
On the motorway.
D
Under the age of 18 years at night.
E
With passengers in the rear seats.

13.

When driving a car with automatic transmission, what would you use ‘kick down’ for?
A
Cruise control.
B
Quick acceleration.
C
Slow braking.
D
Fuel economy

14.

Hazard lights should be used when vehicles are;
A
Broken down and causing an obstruction.
B
Faulty and moving slowly.
C
Being towed along a road.
D
Reversing into a side road.

15.

You are waiting to emerge at a junction. Your view is restricted by parked vehicles. What can help
you to see traffic on the road you are joining?
A
Looking for traffic behind you.
B
Reflections of traffic in shop windows.
C
Making eye contact with other road users.
D
Checking for traffic in your interior mirror.

16.

For which of these may you use hazard warning lights?
A
When driving on a motorway to warn traffic behind of a hazard ahead.
B
When you are double parked on a two way road.
C
When your direction indicators are not working.
D
When warning oncoming traffic that you intend to stop.

17.

In heavy motorway traffic you are being followed closely by the vehicle behind. How can you lower
the risk of an accident?
A
Increase your distance from the vehicle in front.
B
Tap your foot on the brake pedal sharply.
C
Switch on your hazard warning lights.
D
Move onto the hard shoulder and stop.
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